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Summary
When a seismicsignalpropagatesin a stratifiedearththereis anisotropy
if the dominant wavelength is long enough compared to the layer
thickness.In this situation,the layered medium can be replacedby an
equivalent nondispersivetransversely-isotropicmedium. Theoretical
and experimentalanalysesof the required minimum ratio of seismic
wavelength to layer spacingbased on kinematic considerationsyield
differentresults,with a much higher value in the experimentaltest.
The presentwork investigatesthe effectsof layeringby wave simulation
and attemptsto establishquantitatively the minimum ratio for which
the long-wave approximation starts to be valid. We consider
two-constituentperiodicallylayeredmedia, and analyzethe equivalence
for different material compositionsand diiennt material proportions
in I-D and 2-D media. Evaluation of the minimum ratio is done by
comparing snapshotsand syntheticseismogramsvisually and through
a measureof coherence.
Layering induces scattering with wave dispersion or anisotmpy
dependingon the wavelengthto layer thicknessratio. The modeling
confirms the dispersivecharacteristicsof the wave field. the scattering
effects in the form of coda waves, and the smoothed
transversely-isotropicbehaviour at long wavelengths. I-D numerical
testsfor differentmedia indicatethat the minimum ratio is highestfor
the midrange of compositionsand for strongerreflectioncoefficients
betweenthe constituents. For epoxy-glassthe value is around R = R,
tile for sandstone-limestone
it is betweenR = 5 and R = 6. The 2-D
case shows that, the more an&tropic the equivalent medium, the
higher the minimum ratio, and that the approximationdependson the
propagation anglewith longer wavelengthsrequiredin the diction of
the layering.

Introduction
Inthe earth, although a large part of the materials are intrinsically
anisotropic,for instancemany of the methamorphicand igneousrocks.
their random orientation gives rise to a material which behaves
isotmpically when the dominant wavelengthof the wave field is long
comparedto the crystaldimensions.However,due to the layerednature
of sedimentary formations, transverse isotropy occurs when the
dominant wavelengthis long enoughcomparedwith the dimsions of
the layers(e.g, Postma, 1955).
Wave propagationeffectsin stratifiedmedia dependon the wavelength
of the signal.For wavelengthsshort comparedto the dimensionsof the
layers,scatteringin the form of codawavesis present,while the primary
pulse shows a dispersivebehaviour, i.e., the velocity is frequency
dependen;Fmthe other hand, at long wavelengthsor low frcqucncics,
non-dispersive smoothed
behaves as
a
the
transversely-isotropic
material.
Helbig (1984) analyzed the dispersionrelation for SH waves in a
periodic layered medium and in the long-wave equivalent
transversely-isotropic
medium. He showedthat the equivalenceis valid
for wavelengthslarger than three times the spatial period of layering.
Au experimentaltest was carried out by Melia and Carlson (1984)
where they made laboratory measurementsof compressionalwave
velocitiesparallel and perpendicutarto a periodic stratiticd medium
consistingof glassand epoxy layers.They concludedthat the long-wave
approximationholdswhen the ratio R liesbetweenIO and 100, and that
the minimum ratio is highestin the midrangeof compositions,i.e., half
glassand half epoxy.
Recently, numerical modeling has begun to be used as a tool for
investigatingthe e&&s of layering on wave propagation (Carcione,
(1987); Egan, (1989), Fameraoy et al., (1989); Kemer, (1989); and
Philippe and Bouchon, (1989)). The presentwork is an attempt to
establishquantitatively the minimum value of the ratio R = Add for
which a periodic layered medium can be replacedby a homogeneous
transversely-isotropictropic
medium, where 1, is the dominant wavelenthiof
the signal,and d is the spatialperiod of the stratifiedsystem. We rest&~
our analysisto a two constituent spatially periodic medium. In the
following we shall refer to the periodic, isotropic.two-layered system

as the PL medium,and the transversely-isotropic,
long-waveequivalent
medium as the TIE medium.
The analysis is performed by simulating Melia and Carlson’s
experiment, and wave propagation through the periodic
limestone-sandstonesequenceused by Postma to demonstrate the
anisotropicpropertiesof layering. These systemsarc representativeof
many solidsin material scienceand of layeredformations in the earth,
and have dissii
degreesof anisotropy and impedanceconstrasts.
The siiulationa are carried out by solving numerically the wave
equationfor both the PL and the TIE media in I-D and 2-D models.
We establishthe minimum ratio R by comparisonof the wave fields
through a measureof coherence.The evaluation is made for different
material proportions and for different valuesof the sourcedominant
frequency (or different R values) for a given spatial period. Visual
comparisonsbetweensnapshotsand betweensyntheticseismograms
arc
also usedto establishthe ratio qualitatively. The proposednumerical
experimentstake into account not only the kinematicsbut also the
amplitude of the wave field. This evaluation can be considered
conclusive,sincethe analysiswith theoreticalsolutionsis restrictedby
the complexityof the problem, and laboratory measurements
are ncvccl
exactdue to experimentaluncertainty.

1-D numerical
tests
The wave velocitiesand densitiesof the isotropicmaterialsare givenin
Table I with the respectiveP wave and S wave impedances. To
calculate the average velocities we use the averaging technique
developedby Backus (1962). The averagevelocitiesare tabulated in
Table 2 for different material proportions, together with the average
densities. Discretization of the space implies that db= n,DA’ and
dz= n#X, with DX the grid spacing,and n, and n, natural numbers.
Thus, the spatialperiod is d= (n, + n.JDX. By chooSmg,for instance,
d/DA’= 4 we obtain the differentrelativeproportionsindicatedin Table
In the following examples the subindex nomenclature is
fi 2) I (e,g) for the epoxy-glassperiodic solid and (I 2) 5 (1,s)for the
&estone-sandstone periodic medium. The Lumber bf grid points is
NX= 365, with DX= 0.25mm grid spacing for epoxy-glass, and
DX= 25 m for sandstone-limestone;
therefore, the spatial periodsarc
d = I mm and d= IOOm respectively. We defme R as the ratio of
dominant wavelenghtA, to spatialperiod d

where 1, = v/fa, with & the centralfrequencyof the source.
Snapshotsand syntheticseismogramsbetween the PI., and the ‘1‘117
media are compared by using the semblance. Figure I represents
snapshotsof the displacementfield at t = 15ps with the sourcelocated
at grid point 192, for R = 5 , and two differentmaterialproportions,(a)
I’, = 0.25 and (b) f, = 0.50. The dashedline is for the PI, medium and
the continuousline for the TIE medium. It can be seenthat the best
ment
is when P, = 0.25 . Theseresultsco&m that the long-wave
approximationis a function of the proportionsof the materialsasfound
experimentallyby Melia and Carlson (1984). They concludedthat the
minimum mtio was highest in the midrange of compositions (
P, = 0.50).
Figure 2 displayssyntheticseismogramsof the displacementfield in a
receiverlocated at grid point 142, for P, 7 0.50 , where (a) R = 3, (b)
R = 5 and (c) R = 8. The continuous hne correspondsto the TIE
media. The resultsfor the semblanceare summarizedin Table 3, where
the casesP = 0.25 and P. = 0.75 are also included. As in the previous
example d = 0.50 gives the lowest values for the semblance.When
R.=3 , &.‘the dominant wavelengthis three times the spatialperiod,
the PL medium induces scattering which causesthe coda waves,
strongestfor I’, = 0.50. Moreover, for d&rents valuesof R, the peak
of the primary pulse has different arrival times. This means that the
medium is dispersive,i.e. the velocity varieswith wavelenath.For this
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-.--___-system.the long-wave approximation seemsto he valid when R > R if
we consider that a value greater than 97 ?/ofor the semblancemakesthe
PI. and TIE media equivalent. For illustration, Figure 3 representsthe
variation of the semblancewith R for the case P, = 0.50. As can hc
seen.the curve becomes flat at R = 8
fo study the influence of the density we consider a PI, epoxy-glass
system with p, = p, = I8 IS Kg m 3 which is the average density when
I’, = 0.50. The average velocity for this system when P = 0.50 is given
in Table 2 The values of the semblance for R = If 5 and 8, are
S = 65 %, 95 % and 99 YOrespectively. These results indicate that the
minimium rati<, is between R = 5 and R = 6 , although it is not clear
that this is due to the fact that the densityis constant.The next example

helpsto clarify this point.
Ict us considera PI, medium composed of sandstoneand limestone
whosepropertiesarc given in Table I The averagevelocity and density
of the TIE medium for /‘, = 0.50 are given in Table 2. The systemis
composedof alternating layers each 50m thick. Figure 4 displays
syntheticseismogramsfor (a) R = 3, (b) R = 5 and (c) R = 8. As can
be seen,the valuesof the semblanceare similar to those obtained for
constant density with the epoxy-glasssystem. Again, the long-wave
approximation seemsto be valid between R = 5 and R = 6. This
differenceto the variable density epoxy-glasssystem, for which the
minimum ratio is around R = 8, suggeststhat the long-wave
approximation depends on the impedance contrast between the
constituents, i.c , on the reflection coefficients. From Tablc I,
AZ,. = I 1122103I@ r 1m 1and AZ, = 5500 IO' Kg r-r m+ for variable
and constant density epoxy-glass systems, respectively, and
AZ, = 7900 IO’ Kx .rmrm * for the sandstone-limestone
system. They
give reflection coefficients of R, = 0.66 (epoxy-glass), R, = 0.37
(constant density epoxy-glass),and R, = 0.37 (sandstone-limestone)
Thesefactsexplain why the resultsare identical.

2-D numericaltests
The 2-D stratifiedmedium is composedof alternatingplane layerswith
thicknessesd, and 4, whose material propertiesare given in Table I.
IJsingthe averagingformulae from Backus(1962) we getthe elasticities
and density of the TIE medium for the different relativeproportions
They are given in ‘Table 4, whereA is a coefficientof anisotropyfor the
quasi-P wave held, proportional to the differencein phase velocity
along the symmetryaxis and its normal direction (Melia and Carlson,
19R4). It can be seenthat the highestdegreeof anisotropy is around
P#= 0 50.
As in the I .I> case we definethe ratios

‘1 he ratios- are fV’)(e = 0’) = 17.44, R’fl(O = 90) = 14.31, and
R”(B = 0’) = R”(B = 90’) = 7.88 , which are comparable with the
valuesfor the epoxy-glasstestat f0 = 0.2 MHz ( seeFigure6). It is clear
that in the latter casethe tong-waveapproximationis not valid for the
S wave, while it appliesto the sandstone-limestone
systemas can be
seenfrom Figure 7. Thus, the more anisotropicthe TIE medium the
higherthe minimum ratio.

Conclusions
With the use of numerical modeling as a tool for simulating wave
propagationin periodicallylayeredmedia we concludethat:
- The modelingconBnmsthat, dependingon the relation of wavelength
to layer thickness,a stratifiedmedium inducesdispersion,scatteringand
a smoothedtransverselyisotropicbehaviourat long wavelengths.
- ‘The minimum ratio of wavelengthto layerthicknessfor the long-wave
approximationto be valid is highestin the midrangeof compositions,
as found recentlyin laboratory experiments.
- The minimum ratio dependson material compositionsthrough the
reflection coefficientsbetween the constituents. For instance, for
epoxy-glassit is found to be around R = 8, and for sandstone-limestone,
which has a lower reflectioncoefficient,it is betweenR = 5 and R = 6
- 2-D numericaltestsreveal that the more anisotmpicthe equivalent
medium, the higherthe minimum ratio.
- The minimum ratio dependson the propagationangle. For S waves
it is found that for a givenvalue of wavelengthto spatialthickness,the
long-waveapproximationappliesfor anglescloseto the symmetryaxis
and evento the cusps,but not in the directionof layering.
These tests were done in periodically layered media with isotropic
constituentsand, in the 2-D case,by using a vertical source. Further
investigationsshould consider non-periodic media with anisotropic
layers,and also different sourcetypesto study in detail the long-wave
approxcmationfor eachwave mode,
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ux

EPOXY-GLASS

TIE

FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIG. 1. 1-D snapshots at I = 15~s in
epoxy-glass for R= 5 , and two different
material proportions,where(a) P, T 0.25 , and
(b) P, = 0.50. The dashedand contmuouslines
correspond to the PL and TIE media
respectively.

FIG. 5.
EPOXYGLA5S(Pc - 0.5)

FIG. 2. Synthetic seismograms in 1-D
epoxy-glassfor f’, = 0.25, where (a) R = 3, (b)
R = 5, and R = 8. The dashedand continuous
lines correspondto the PL and TIE media
respectively.

(b)

FIG. 3. Semblanceversusratio of dominant
wavelengbt-spatial period for P, = 0.50 in
epoxy-giass.

PC

FIG. 4. Synthetic seismograms in I-D
sandstone-limestone
for P = 0.25, where (a)
R=J,(b)R=5,andR=k.
Thedashedand
continuous lines correspondto the PL and
TIE mediarespectively.
FIG. 5. u,-component snapshots at 27~
propagation time in 2-D epoxy-glassfor a
source dominant frequency of X = 0.2MHz,
where (a) are the PL media, and (b) the TIE
media. Thicknesses
are d, = d, = 0.5 mm. The
dominant wavelengbtsalong the symmetry
axis diction
are ,I(“‘= 13.44mm and
R” = 6.46 mm.

FIG. 6.
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FIG. I.

FIG, 6. y-component snapshots at 27~
propagation time in 2-D epoxy-glassfor a
source dominant frequency of fo = 0.1 MHz,
where (a) are the PL media, and (b) the TIE
media. Tbicknes~e~
are d, = d, = 0.5 mm. The
dominant wavelenghts along the symmetry
axis direction are Are= 26.88mm and
1” = 12.92mm.

(b)

SANISTONI-LMSTON

TE

FIG. 7. u,-component snapshots at 0.48~
propagation time in 2-D sandstone-limestone
for a source dominant frequency of
fo= 12Hz, where(a) arethe PL media,and (b)
Thicknesses are
the TIE
media.
d, = d, = 10 m. The dominant wavetenghts
along the symmetry axis direction ate
Arm= 349 m and A@= 157 m.

(h)

I
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